Fairhaven Poncho
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Designed by Bethany A Dailey
LOOM: Zippy Looms assembled to allow for
52 pegs— can be 12 Zippy looms, with 4
Zippy corners, or 13 Zippy looms in a
row…can also be knit with only 10 Zippy
looms with 4 corners, or 11 Zippy looms in a
row, if the side panels are worked
separately and then seamed into place
during finishing.
YARN: approx. 440 yards #7
Jumbo Weight (Sample uses 9.5 skeins of
Red Heart Grande in Wisteria, 46 yds per
skein, 78% acrylic, 22% wool.) **Note: it is
suggested to use a yarn with a wool blend
to help in blocking the pullover to the
desired size.
NOTIONS: Loom tool, yarn needle,
scissors. (Also helpful: cable needle, peg
markers, row counter, knitting pins and
blocking pins).
GAUGE: 4.5 sts x 9 rows = 4 inches
SIZE: This design is either very stretchable
or has more swing, which allows for just
about all women’s sizes. This is why using a
wool/wool blend yarn for blocking to the
size desired is helpful.

Introducing one of the snuggiest ponchos to
ever grace the knitting world! It is created
with #7 Jumbo Weight yarn, worked in ribs
and twists which serve to bump the warmth
and coziness of the piece to incredible
levels. This is for all those times it would be
so nice to stay snuggled inside a blanket
wherever the day may lead!
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ABBREVIATIONS
CO: cast on
Rep: repeat
K: knit stitch/U-stitch
P: purl stitch
KO: knit off
St(s): stitches
WY: working yarn
CO: cast on

Fairhaven Poncho
yo: yarn over
k2tog: knit two stitches together
p2tog: purl two stitches together
rt2: right twist over 2 stitches
lt2: left twist over 2 stitches
BO: bind off
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Pattern Notes
There are a couple different options for this
design. It can be worked as a longer
poncho pullover as is shown in the photos
by simply following the instructions as
written. To work this pattern a little
shorter, such as for a caplet or shoulder
pullover that ends at just about the elbows,
use the Repeating Pattern Rows chart for
only one of the 20 row repeats, ending with
Row 22, rather than the two as written,
Proceed to the Neck Shaping rows
beginning at Row 43. Also, the arm holes
are not added during seaming.
If working with a shorter loom assembly is
desired, the side panels can be worked
separately from the back panel. Just keep in
mind that this will add more seaming to the
project during the finishing steps. For the
number of Zippys required for this vs. the
entire back panel + side panels, see the
Loom section above. When working the
side panels separately, follow the
instructions for the first 6 sts, and then the
last 6 sts of the Back & Side Panels section.
The back panel will be worked on all pegs in
between those 12 sts.
When the pattern uses the term “knit” or
“k”, please use the true knit stitch or the ustitch, not the e-wrap.
*All yarn overs (yo) for this stitch are
completed by e-wrapping the peg.
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*For ease in reading the pattern’s directions
below, the steps involving twists and eyelets
are placed inside brackets [ ] to let you
know that they are all accomplished on
just two or three pegs.
The cables in this pattern involve simply
trading the loops of 2 pegs in the correct
order. They consist of a Right Twist [rt2] (a
twist with the sts running to the right), and
a Left Twist [lt2] (a twist with the sts
running to the left). All cable rows are
worked from the Left to the Right. They are
worked as follows:
[rt2]: Worked over 2 pegs: Lift the loop
from the peg on the right and either hold in
your fingers, or place on a cable needle. Lift
the loop on the left and move it to the peg
on the right. Place the held loop onto the
peg on the left. With the working yarn, knit
the 2 pegs.
[lt2]: Worked over 2 pegs: Lift the loop
from the peg on the left and either hold in
your fingers, or place on a cable needle. Lift
the loop on the right and move it to the peg
on the left. Place the held loop onto the
peg on the right. With the working yarn,
knit the 2 pegs.
*An easy way to remember which direction
to go is to remember to hold the stitch on
the side of the slant. So…for a right twist,
hold the loop on the right. For a left twist,
hold the loop on the left.
There are two ways of creating eyelets for
this pattern: the Knit 2 Together (k2tog) for
a right leaning eyelet worked as a knit, and
the Slip, Slip, Knit (ssk) for a left leaning
eyelet worked as a knit. For this pattern,
they are each incorporated into a cable
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twist, as seen in Row 12. The following
dictates how to work these stitches as you
will find them in the stitch pattern:
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Repeating Pattern Rows

[yo, k2tog, rt2]: Work
over 3 pegs from left to right: Before
working the k2tog peg, work a [rt2] as
detailed above, but do not knit yet. Move
the loop from the k2tog peg to the left peg
of the [rt2]. Using the working yarn, e-wrap
the empty k2tog peg. Knit the 2 twist
pegs, working the 2 loops as one.

[lt2, ssk, yo]: Work over
3 pegs from left to right: Work a [lt2] as
detailed above, but do not knit yet. Move
the loop from the ssk peg to the right peg of
the [lt2]. Using the working yarn, knit the 2
twist pegs, working the 2 loops as one. Ewrap the empty ssk peg.

INSTRUCTIONS
Front Panel
Set up Rows:
Cast onto your loom from left to right,
using a total of 41 pegs. (Sample uses Chain
Cast On)
Row 1: p2, k1, *p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1, p1,
k1, repeat from * to last st, p1.
Row 2: k1, p1, k1, *p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1,
p1, k1, repeat * to end of row.
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Main Pattern Rows:
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Row 18: *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [rt2], [lt2], k1,
p2, repeat from * to last 3 sts, k1, p1, k1.

Rows 3-5: repeat Rows 1 and 2, ending
with Row 1.
Row 6: *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [rt2], [lt2], k1,
p2, repeat from * to last 3 sts, k1, p1, k1.
Row 7: p2, *k1, p2, k1, p1, k2, p1, k1, p2,
k1, p1, repeat from * to last st, p1.
Row 8: *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p1, [rt2], p1, k1,
p2, repeat from * to last 3 sts, k1, p1, k1.
Row 9: repeat Row 7.
Row 10: *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [lt2], [rt2], k1,
p2, repeat from * to last 3 sts, k1, p1, k1.
Row 11: repeat Row 1. *Tip: work this row
a bit looser so that the next row’s twists will
be easier to work.
Row 12: k1, *p1, [rt2], [lt2], [rt2],
[lt2], [rt2], [lt2], repeat from * to last 2 sts,
p1, k1.
Row 13: p3, *k2, p2, k2, p2, k2, p3, repeat
from * to end of row.
Row 14: k1, p2, *work over 3 pegs: [lt2,
ssk, yo], p1, [rt2], p1, work over 3 pegs: [yo,
k2tog, rt2], p3, repeat from * to last st, k1.

Row 19: repeat Row 7.

Row 15: repeat Row 13. *Tip: work this
row a bit looser so that the next row’s twists
will be easier to work.

Row 21: repeat Row 7.

Row 16: k1, *p1, [lt2], [rt2], [lt2],
[rt2], [lt2], [rt2], repeat from * to last 2 sts,
p1, k1.

Rows 23-42: repeat Rows 3-22.

Row 17: repeat Row 1.
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Row 20: repeat Row 8.

Row 22: repeat Row 10.

Fairhaven Poncho
Neck Shaping:
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Main Pattern Rows:

Row 43: p2, k1, p2tog, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1,
p1, k1, p2, k2, BO 2 sts, k2, p2, k1, p1, k1,
p2, k2, p2, k2, p2tog, k1, p2.

Row 6: k5, *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [rt2],
[lt2], k1, p2, repeat from * to last 8 sts, k1,
p1, k6.

Row 44: k1, p1, k1, p1, k2tog, p2, k2tog, p2,
k1, p1, k1, p2, [lt2], BO right st of lt2. Drop
yarn from skein 1 and add another skein to
the 2nd half of the panel: [rt2], BO left st of
rt2, p2, k1, p1, k1, p2, k2tog, p2, k2tog, p1,
k1, p1, k1.

Row 7: p7, *k1, p2, k1, p1, k2, p1, k1, p2,
k1, p1, repeat from * to last 6 sts, p6.
Row 8: k5, *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p1, [rt2], p1,
k1, p2, repeat from * to last 8 sts, k1, p1,
k6.

Row 45: p2, k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p2, k1, p1,
k1, p1, BO 1 st. Drop yarn from skein 2 and
pick up yarn from skein 1: BO 1 st, p1, k1,
p1, k1, p2,, k1, p2, k1, p1, k1, p2.
Row 46: k1, p1, k1, p1, [rt2], [lt2], p2, k1,
p1, k1, BO 1 st. Drop yarn from skein 1 and
pick up yarn from skein 2: BO 1 st, k1, p1,
k1, p2, [rt2], [lt2], p1, k1, p1, k1.
Row 47: BO 13 sts, cut yarn from skein 2.
BO 13 sts, cut yarn from skein 1. (Sample
uses the Basic Bind Off)
Back & Side Panels
**Note: See Pattern Notes for details on
working these three panels separately with
fewer Zippy looms.
Set up Rows:
Rows 1-5: p1, k2, p2, k1, p1, k1, *p2, k2,
p2, k2, p2, k1, p1, k1, repeat from * to last 5
sts, p2, k2, p1.
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Row 9: repeat Row 7.
Row 10: k5, *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [lt2],
[rt2], k1, p2, repeat from * to last 8 sts, k1,
p1, k6.
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Row 11: p7, k1, *p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1, p1,
k1, repeat from * to last 8 sts, k1, p7. *Tip:
work this row a bit looser so that the next
row’s twists will be easier to work.
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Row 12: k6, *p1, [rt2], [lt2], [rt2],
[lt2], [rt2], [lt2], repeat from * to last 7 sts,
p1, k6.
Row 13: p8, *k2, p2, k2, p2, k2, p3, repeat
from * to last 5 sts, p5.
Row 14: k6, p2, *work over 3 pegs: [lt2,
ssk, yo], p1, [rt2], p1, work over 3 pegs: [yo,
k2tog, rt2], p3, repeat from * to last 6 sts,
k6.
Row 15: repeat Row 13. *Tip: work this
row a bit looser so that the next row’s twists
will be easier to work.
Row 16: k6, *p1, [lt2], [rt2], [lt2],
[rt2], [lt2], [rt2], repeat from * to last 7 sts,
p1, k6.
Row 17: repeat Row 11.
Row 18: k5, *k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [rt2],
[lt2], k1, p2, repeat from * to last 8 sts, k1,
p1, k6.
Row 19: repeat Row 7.
Row 20: repeat Row 8.
Row 21: repeat Row 7.
Row 22: repeat Row 10.
Row 23: repeat Row 11.
Row 24: k6, p1, k1, *p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1,
p1, k1, repeat from * to last 8 sts, k1, p1,
k6.
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Row 25: repeat Row 11.
Rows 23-42: repeat Rows 6-25.
Back Shaping:
Row 43: p7, k1, p2tog, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1,
p1, k1, p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1, p1, k1, p2, k2,
p2, k2, p2tog, k1, p7.
Row 44: k6, p1, k1, p1, k2tog, p2, k2tog, p2,
k1, p1, k1, p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1, p1, k1, p2,
k2tog, p2, k2tog, p1, k1, p1, k6.
Row 45: p7, k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p2, k1, p1,
k1, p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p2,
k1, p1, k1, p7.
Row 46: k6, p1, k1, p1, [rt2], [lt2], p2, k1,
p1, k1, p2, k1, [rt2], [lt2], k1, p2, k1, p1, k1,
p2, [rt2], [lt2], p1, k1, p1, k6.
Row 47: p6, BO 9 sts (to peg 15), k1, p1, k1,
p2, k1, p1, k2, p1, k1, p2, k1, p1, k1, BO 9
sts (to peg 40), p6. (Sample uses the Basic
Bind Off)
Hood
Prepare to work just the center 16 pegs to
continue the cable pattern up through the
center of the hood. The side pieces will be
picked up later and can either just stay on
the loom, or can be safely removed onto
stitch holders or lengths of waste yarn for
safe keeping.
Row 48: k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p1, [rt2], p1, k1,
p2, k1, p1, k1.
Row 49: k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, p1, k2, p1, k1,
p2, k1, p1, k1.
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Row 50: k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [lt2], [rt2], k1,
p2, k1, p1, k1.
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Row 51: k1, p1, k1, p2, k2, p2, k2, p2, k1,
p1, k1. *Tip: work this row a bit looser so
that the next row’s twists will be easier to
work.
Row 52: k1, p1, [rt2], [lt2], [rt2], [lt2], [rt2],
[lt2], p1, k1.
Row 53: k1, *p2, k2, rep from * to last 3
sts, p2, k1.
Row 54: k1, p2, work over 3 pegs: [lt2, ssk,
yo], p1, [rt2], p1, work over 3 pegs: [yo,
k2tog, rt2], p2, k1.
Row 55: repeat Row 53. *Tip: work this
row a bit looser so that the next row’s twists
will be easier to work.
Row 56: k1, p1, [lt2], [rt2], [lt2], [rt2], [lt2],
[rt2], p1, k1.
Row 57: repeat Row 51.
Row 58: k1, p1, k1, p2, k1, [rt2], [lt2], k1,
p2, k1, p1, k1.
Row 59: repeat Row 49.
Row 60: repeat Row 48.

Rows 68-87: repeat Rows 48-67.
Bind off these 16 sts loosely. (Sample uses
the Basic Bind Off)
Hood Side Panels:
Working on the 6 side panel sts on the left,
place live sts back onto the loom if needed,
and work as follows:
Rows 1-20: repeat the following 2 row
pattern:
A: k6.
B: p6.
Row 21: k6, CO to 2 additional pegs (these
will be on the side closest to the center
cable panel).
Rows 22-51: repeat the following 2 row
pattern:
A: p8.
B: k8.
Bind off these 8 sts loosely. (Sample uses
the Basic Bind Off)
Repeat for the right side panel, making sure
to CO the extra 2 sts toward the center
cable panel.

Row 61: repeat Row 49.

Finishing

Row 62: repeat Row 50.

Invisibly seam the side hood panels to the
center hood panel, keeping even
throughout. Using knitting pins will help
with the seaming. When the side hood
panel narrows to 6 sts, the shoulder should
have been reached. Seam the back
shoulder area closed smoothly. In order to
achieve the raised chain look that the

Rows 63-65: repeat Row 51.
Row 66: repeat Row 58.
Row 67: repeat Row 49.
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Fairhaven Poncho
sample shows, stitch the side panel just a
bit underneath the BO at the shoulders.
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Beginning at the bottom, invisibly seam the
front panel to the side panels, keeping the
area of approximately 15 rows at the center
of the horizontal running cables open for
arm holes. Make sure the two sides are
stitched evenly so that the pullover lays
smoothly and is balanced. Continue to
seam all the way to the outside edges of the
center “V” at the neck edge. To achieve the
raised chain look, repeat the procedure of
stitching the side panel just underneath the
BO edges at the shoulders.
Finish ends and trim close to work. For this
almost rope-like yarn, it is sometimes
difficult to weave in securely. Feel free to
tie the joining yarn ends into square knots.
Stretch the knitting as the ends are woven
in to help ensure they don’t come loose.
Block thoroughly so that the cables “pop”
and the size is as desired. (Sample uses
steam blocking)
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